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WE BELIEVE the
Caribbean can
inspire the world
levering food as a
business example
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the same way we
use nautical maps
to discover new
destinationS we
are projecting new
horizons for the
Caribbean
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VISION
TO Transform the
Caribbean Agricultural,
Agro-processing, Food &
Beverage sectors, driving
economic growth, tourism
and employment

This is the right time for action

WHY

CONTEXT
The Caribbean is blessed with a strategic location for
the creation of wealth-nestled between North and South
America, Central America in the West and the Atlantic
Ocean in the East, within and bordering the Caribbean
Sea. How can we exploit this?
Where else in the world is there such a compact archipelago
of islandS and coastal communities with a diverse multicultural, multi-ethnic, multi-religious, multi-culinary,
multi-musIC, multi-eco and multi-lingual supply of
services?

·

This is the right time for action

WHY

CONTEXT
How can we build on the Caribbean tourism brand by
rethinking the role of food in our lives?

How can we innovatively shift the paradigm of our food
producers to realise such potential beyond our shores
· the global market place?
into

·

WHY

GOAL
Significantly increase
foreign exchange earnings
for sponsoring countries
and profitability for each
of the F&B companies
chosen to participate
in the Caribbean FOOD
REVOLUTION 2020

WHY

PARADIGM
SHIFT
1

gradually Move from exporting agricultural commodities
to exporting high-value food and beverage products.

2

License high-value innovative product formulaE to foreign
manufacturers who will produce Caribbean Food & Beverage
products under the Caribbean brand.

3

Create partnerships with foreign manufacturers and
retailers who wILL sell Caribbean Food & Beverage
products manufactured and exported by Caribbean-and
diaspora BASED BUSINESSes.
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REASON TO

BELIEVE
We will leverage the Food Design skills and expertise
of Foodlosofia to transform agricultural COMMODITIES and
existing products and services into high-value food and
beverage experiences that meet the needs of consumers
in the US, Canada, europe and the world.
We will leverage the skills and expertise of Open Innovation
Services (OIS) to find and evaluate new technologies that
are needed to develop new high-value food&beverage
products. OIS will also create partnerships with foreign
manufacturers and retailers who will sell Caribbean
Food&Beverage products or license the formulae.

REASON TO

BELIEVE
We will leverage the skills, expertise and Shepherding
tools of Nothing Beats Business Success to ensure
Caribbean businesses have the appropriate systems in
place to successfully increase efficiency, to support
productivity, manufacturing and expansion of food and
beverage products.
We will leverage the Public Relations and Communications
skills and expertise of Marketplace Excellence to
PROMOTE THE VISION AND progress of THE Caribbean Food
2020 business innovation revolution.
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RECRUITMENT
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COMMUNICATION

WHERE

Caribbean

Caribbean

GLOBAL

WHEN

november-march

march-JUNE

November 2014
-December 2015

WHO

Assemble facilitators,
successful and high
potential companies

Select a balanced
team of
business Shepherds

Share the prospect with
and inspire supply and
demand markets

A specific growth focus
on each company

a platform of events,
print, electronic and
social media

WHAT

20 companies to represent
the region globally

WHAT

recruitment

We need
20 F&B
champions
to drive this
revolution
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BUSINESS
SHEPHERDING

THE TEAM
Basil Springer is the Principal Change-Engine Consultant at Nothing Beats
Business Success.
Basil is a business consultant with a scientific background who
passionately promotes the concept of Shepherding.
Shepherding enhances the chances of business success and secures the
financial investment.
His Caribbean project management experience spans agricultural,
tourism and enterprise development.
Nothing Beats Business Success is resourced by a virtual team of multi-disciplinary
business consultants.
The ManOBiz Matrix™ Shepherding Tool helps you to master the application of the
five cyclical functions of Management, when applied to each of the five classical
Business Systems, to efficiently grow your business enterprise.
Shepherding is a generic concept which spans all business ideas and innovation
thrusts.
Shepherding re-engineers the thinking of entrepreneurs and offers a
simple, systematic and evolutionary approach to business development.

BUSINESS
SHEPHERDING

THE TEAM
Basil Springer has been a leading Caribbean facilitator for High Impact Growth
Strategy Workshops and Strategic Visioning Retreats leading to Action plans for
over 35 years in the agricultural, agri-business, enterprise development, film,
financial services, health, ICT, media, recreation, renewable energy, sports and urban
revitalization sectors.
More recently he has been guiding Entrepreneurs in the making, Existing
businesses, Shepherds, Investors, Board Members, and National Policy Makers, all
stakeholders in the SME sector, to grow the national economies in Barbados and
Trinidad and Tobago.

INNOVATION

THE TEAM
OWEN R. CARRYL IS PRESIDENT&CHIEF INNOVATION CATALYST AT OPEN INNOVATION SERVICES
Owen is an experienced Product/Technology Development Executive and
Innovation Strategist
He has more than 20 years diverse Research & Development experience
in the Food & Beverage and Consumer Healthcare industries : leading strategy,
development and commercialization of new products and technologies.
Owen is a global R&D Leader who has delivered innovation to several
brands including Vicks, OTC Prilosec, Pepto-Bismol, Metamucil and Cheetos.
Owen has worked for industry-leading technology companies, including
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Procter & Gamble, PepsiCo and the Avery
Dennison Corporation, in VP-level technology leadership roles.
OPEN INNOVATION SERVICES
A team of highly experienced R&D professionals who help clients in
the Food&Beverage and Consumer Healthcare industries. •
- Find novel technologies to develop innovative new products. •
- Evaluate new technologies and develop prototypes of innovative new products and •
- Create Development and Commercialization partnerships, giving them access to
innovativeproducts, technologies and new markets.

INNOVATION

THE TEAM
Owen is a global R&D Leader who has delivered innovation to several businesses and
brands including Vicks, OTC Prilosec, Pepto-Bismol, Metamucil and Cheetos.
- Licensed an innovation partner’s low-cost, low carbon footprint packaging
technology, saving PepsiCo approximately $500K annually.
- Created a commercialization partnership with a small Scottish company, placing
their brand in over 20,000 stores of a major US Food retailer.

FOOD DESIGN

THE TEAM
Diego Ruzzarin IS CEO AT FOODLOSOFIA
Diego is a industrial designer with a specialisation in Food Design from the Polytechnic
of Torino in Italy.
He believes that design thinking can change the food business for the better.
Ranging from Strategy, R&D and Marketing in Pepsico, to Managing Director at Enivrance
and even leading governmental projects like "SeleCão Brasileira
de Alimentos" froM Brasil, Diego is a multidisciplinary designer with a
contagious optimism.

Foodlosofia is a one of a kind Food Design center with a multidisciplinary team.
Lead by designer, a financial strategist and a psychoanalyst, Foodlosofia
tackles projects related to the future of the Food market.
From designing the next trendy food offers, to creating new restaurant
concepts or even serving a multi purpose design-branding team,
Foodlosofia aims at re-thinking the role of food in our lives.

FOOD DESIGN

THE TEAM
Diego Ruzzarin is the "go to guy" for longterm strategy planning : a unique mix
between business result and consumer driven innovation
- Creator of the Food Design group for PepsiCo
- Project Leader for "Selecao Brasileira de Alimentos" sponsored by APEX-BRASIL.
- Long term innovation consultant for top international brands such as: FritoLay,
Quaker, Nestle, CocaCola, McDonnalds, JBS and others.
- Training Workshop organiser for "food Design" in Singapore next to Design Singapore.

COMMUNICATION

THE TEAM
Bevan Springer
Award-winning journalist and public relations professional
Contributed to global media houses such as BBC World Service, New York Daily News and
media organizations across the Caribbean
Hosted “The Caribbean in Five” on 1190 AM WLIB in New York
Former UN correspondent and consultant
Founded the Caribbean Media Exchange on Sustainable Tourism (CMEx)
A national of Barbados and Trinidad with honorary citizenship awarded by the Government
of Jamaica
Brings extensive journalism experience to field of public relations
Marketplace Excellence
A full service, integrated marketing agency
Provides excellence in the fields of public relations, marketing and media coaching
Headquarters in New Jersey, team members serve clients across the US
Has worldwide affiliates in the Caribbean, Canada, the UK, Middle East and Asia
Utilizes a boutique service model, but has major agency resources and reach
Converts the gifts, talents and abilities of our clients and team members into
excellence and value in the marketplace
Delivers outstanding products and services to markets in the
Caribbean, North America and beyond

COMMUNICATION

THE TEAM
Bevan brings decades of marketing, communications and public relations skills to
support the work of a number of clients, ranging from destinations, airlines, resorts
and small businesses.
He has brought years of experience working in radio, television and the print media
to provide communications support and guidance; to manage media relationships and
generate media coverage; to boost relationships with Caribbean Diaspora communities,
and execute social media strategies through the use of cutting-edge technologies. For
the past decade, he has produced the popular Caribbean Media Exchange on Sustainable
Tourism (CMEx), designed to improve the quality of media coverage of sustainable
tourism in the Caribbean.
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JOIN THIS
BUSINESS
REVOLUTION NOW
AND BE PART OF
THE SUCCESS

